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We are thrilled that your district is partnered with Newsela through 2024. Drive student engagement this year with over 15,000 texts across 20+ genres!

**Professional Learning - CEUs**
We are here to support your Newsela learning journey.

[Check out the MDE-specific professional learning options and CEU pathways here.](#)

**Content Calendar**
January Calendar
Get started now with an article and lesson for every day of the month!

**Feature Focus: Annotations**
Newsela's annotations tool can be used to:
- model thinking
- build background knowledge
- define important vocabulary
- make connections
- show evidence or cause and effect

**Educator Spotlights**
There are many fantastic examples of how Mississippi teachers are currently utilizing Newsela. [Check out Mississippi's Educator Spotlights here.](#)

Interested in showcasing how you or a staff member uses Newsela? [Let us know!](#)

**Skills-Based Practice**
Skills covered in Newsela's comprehension quizzes can help you track student performance.

[Check out the Skills and Standards Collection](#) and learn more about specific activities that support test prep [here.](#)

**Curriculum Complements**
Collections that may align with your ELA curricula:
- [Savvas™ myPerspectives + myView®](#)
- [Units of Study from Lucy Calkins](#)
- [McGraw Hill Wonders + StudySync](#)
- [Browse all Curriculum Complements](#)